DE from cosmological constant Λ but…. …. |Λ| < 10 -56 cm -2 why Λ so small? (fine-tuning problem) …. why Ω DM ≈ Ω DE ?
( coincidence problem)
Dynamical DE models to ease ΛCDM problems:
Tracking quintessence DE from a scalar field φ self-interacting through an effective potential V(φ) Independence of Ω DE from initial conditions no fine tuning
More complex models to try to unify DM and DE….
Coupled DE models
Similar values of ρ DM and ρ DE for a long period no coincidence problem At low energies CP-violating terms generate a potential for the θ with minimun at θ = 0 restoring dynamically CP-symmetry and θ (or A) acquires a mass m(T). 
In PQ model:
The phase θ is the axion. As ordinary matter 
Dual-axion model: Lagrangian theory
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